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OPTIM.A1 ... LEVERAGE FOR THE UTILlTY MAXIMIZING FIRM 

Peter Bardsiey 

Department of Economics 

La Trobe University 

This paper investigates the behavior of a utiHty maximizing firm 

which chooses both its financiaL structure and its technique of 

production. It is assumed that the cost of borrowing depends on the 

amount that is borrowed. Unlike Sandmo's utility maximizing firm 

which is excLuded from financial markets, risk attitudes do not 

affect the production choice directLy. Risk aversion shifts the 

demand curve for credit. This demand shift affects the marginal 

interest rate [aced by the firm, and through the interest rate there 

is an effect on production. A demand for credit curve is derived 

expUcitLy from the production technoLogy and risk attitudes; its 

shape is quite variable and it may possess a bacltward bending 

section. InteracUon of credit supply and demand schedules may 

segment the population into" groups with very different responses to 

risk or creait market policy interventions. J EL classifications 

0223,3153,7140. 
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OPTIMAL LEVERAGE FOR TIm VTILITY MAXIMIZiNG FIRM 

Considerable attention has been paid to the behavI.our of the utility 

maximizing firm ulideruncertainty (see Sandmo (1971), Hawawini (1978), Meyer 

(1987». It has been shown for example that under price uncertainty the supply 

curve is shifted to the left by risk aversion, that the optimal output for a 

risk averse firm depends upon fixed costs, and that (under the assumption of 

decreasing absolute risk aversion) an increase in price risk will reduce the 

optimal level of output. In these typical studies, firms have a fixed capital 

base and choose operating levels which maximize expected utility. They do not 

lend, borrow or raise equity. and ar-e effectively excluded from capital 

markets. 

This paper investigaies th~ behaviour of a utility maximizing firm which 

is allowed to choose its financial structure as well as .\.ts operating level 

and technique of product:on. For such a firm the response to risk nay be '~uite 

different to that described by Sandmo et at The interaction between risk 

aversion and borrowing is of particular interest ber:aus,'! risk a'fersion 

manifests itself in production choices only if markets are incomplete. 

Correctly specifying these marlrets is important if risk response is to be 

modeled accurately. Given a complete set of Arrow-Debreu contingent 

securities, all firms will maximize profits. Differences in risk aversion will 

be accommodated by purchasing insurance. In practice most firm specific risk 

is not insurable,so there is little access to insurance markets, but almost 

all firms have some aCcess to borrowing opportunities. Even without access to 

insurance markets, income smoothing through time by lending and borrowing can 

have an important effect on how firms react to risk. Newbery and Stiglitz 
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(1981, Chapter 14.3) show how important capital markets can be, but they do so 

under unrealistlc assumptions that any amount can be loaned or borrowed at a 

f.ixed interest rate. Most of the large literature on the empirIcal estimation 

ofattitude.s to risk ignores the fact that adjustment of financial. leverage 

may just as important as choosing a production technique (one exception is the 

study by Bardsley and Harris 1987). A similar criticism applies to a great 

deal of policy analysis, particularly in the area of commodity price 

stabilization, which assumes that risk attitudes derived from a laboratory 

study of the curvature of the consumption function can be transferred to an 

economic environment with hardly any consideration of how rich or how poor is 

the set of markets in that environment. 

This paper attempts to model the effect of risk on prodUction while at 

the same time paying careful attention to the interaction with other markets. 

If a firm can raise both debt and equity finance then it is well known 

that management will maximize the market value of the firm, acting as a risk 

neutral profit maximizer. Ignoring second order effects, such as taxation, 

bankruptcy and agency costs, the financial structure is indeterminate 

(Modigliani and Miller 1958). For such firms the hypothesis of utility 

maximization has little to offer. 

Utility maximization is relevant. however, to firms where ownership is 

concentrated and closely linked to control. Small business of all sorts comes 

under this description, with agriCUlture being the mc,st extensive example. 

Such firms are typIcally excluded from broadly based equity markets because of 

information costs and the difficulty of monitoring and control. However such 
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firms can and do borrow to finance their operations. There are many examples 

c>f both commercial and government institutions which specialize .in. lending to 

small business, especially to agriculture. This paper is concerned with this 

large class of utility maximizing firms which .are excluded from broadly based 

equity markets, but are not excluded from all capital markets as in the 

studies of Sandmo et ale 

I. Definitions 

In this paper a model of interlinked production and borrowing decisions 

is is developed for a utility maximizing firm. The model is kept simple .enough 

to solve explicitly, revealing the sequential nature of the decision process 

which is intrinsic to the problem, and leading to explicit formulae for the 

elasticity of demand for credit. 

The model is of a two period nature. In period one the firm, endowed with 

a certain initial wealth, decides how mucb to borrow and chooses a risky 

production technique. In period two, the profits are revealed, the debt is 

repaid, and the firm's terminal wealth is realized. The model is thus 

comparative static in nature, dealing with the desired or optimal financial 

leverage and production decisions. It has nothing to say about the adjustment 

path by which these desired levels are approached. 

It is assumed that the cost of borrowing depends on the amount that is 

bOI rowed, since the risk of default rises with increasing financial leverage .. 

The lender can observe the borrower's initial wealth and is familiar with the 

available technology. but cannot monitor the choice of technique once the loan 
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has been agreed. The cost of borrowing may rise smoothly or it may be a step 

function, with the borrower running into a credit limit after a certain point. 

Let the firm's initial wealth be W, let 0 be the amount borrowed, and let 
\ 

K = W + D be the working capital available for investment. D can of course be 

negative, in which case the firm is diversifying by lending outside the 

business. Let I(D) be the total cost of borrowing a'1d let i\ = KIW be a measure 

of f.inancial leverage. It can be assumed without loss of generality that the 

initial wealth W is normalized to unity, and this will be done henceforth in 

order to simplify the notation. 

Debt financing affects the shape of the probability distribution of 

income in two ways. Firstly, the interest paYlllent Oil the loan must be met 

irrespective of the uncertain outcome of production (bankruptcy and default 

are excluded from this model). This fixed cost translates the income 

distribution to the left by a fixed amount. Secondly, borrowing changes the 

ratio of working capital to owner's equity and scales up the income 

distribution (prior to the payment of interest) by the same amount. The income 

distribution is thus derived from the rate of return distribution by a change 

of location and scale parameters) It is then natural to assume following Meyer 

(1987) that the rate of return is drawn from a two parameter fa..'1lily of 

probability distributions which is invariant undt:r changes of scale and 

location. This assumption will be met, for exab1!-'!e, if the rate of return is 

normally distributed. The income distribution will then belong to the same two 

parameter family ,and all probability distributions can be fully specif.ied by 

giving the mean and standard distribution. 
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lJJt Tbe the set of available techniques (the technology set), and let 

't'ET be the chosen tecbn!que. let rh:) be therealiz~ rat~ of return given 

technique 1;' (constant returns to scale attheflrm level wlll beasSt.lIlledso 

that this r.ate of return is well defined irrespective of scale) This is .a 

random variable with mean 1t ::= n(·r) and standard deviation fJ' = O'h:). The 

uncertainty about r ma.Yinclude output uncertainty as well as price 

tmcertainty about outputs or inputs. The t~hnology set can be represented 

geometrically by a region in the mean-stcmdard deviation plane (see Figure 1 

below)~ If it is assl.1med that a risk efficient technique is alwayscbosen 

(m.inimum standard deviation for a given mecm rate of return), then 1t can 1:>e. 

written as ~ function of CT: 

U) ::= n(cr). 

Thls .is the equation of the efficiency frontier or the rlskconstraint. 

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

The geometry of the efficiency frontier will be important in what 

follows. Two parameters which will be needed below are its slope, measured in 

dimensionless form as an elasticity € = {o-/n)n't and its curvature measured tly 

a ::= -lne '/n' (note the analogy 'fNith the Arrow,..Pratt measure of relative risk 

aversion which describes the curvature of a utility function). 

Before developing the model in detail. it may be of interest to discuss 

how some .existing approaches to modeling risk in production fit into this 

framework. TWo modelst one by Sandmo (1971) and the other set out in Newbery 

and Stiglitz (l9S1, Chapter 12.2), will be discussed. 
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Consider" Si;Uldmo' s model first. Output ,x is produced using a technology 

with cost function B + C(x). Thare is no productionunceMainty. output is 

sold at an uncertain price p with mean p and standard deviationrr. £Xpect~ 
p 

profit is 1[= px - C(x}-B, the standard deviation of profit is a- = XO' J and 
p 

the equation of the risk constraint iST[= p(a-/er) ... C(er/a- l - B. The 
pp 

curvature of the risk constraint in this model is intImately related to the 

curvature of the cost function. 

Now consider the Newbery and StigUtz example, which Js concerned with 

output uncertainty rather than price uncertainty. A farmer plants a fixed area 

(normalized to unity) with two risky crops. He plants an nrea Ct. 1)f crQP 1. 

which has expected yield y with standard deviation cr t and an areaf3 = 1 - a. 
1 1 

with crop 2. which has expected yield Y2 with standard deviation er
2
" 

Output is sold at a certain price. normalized at 1. Production cost 

for both crops is the same and may without loss of generality be 

assumed zero. Expected profit is 1t = a.Yl + {3Y?, standard deviation of proflt 

is (1''1.= o?er~ + f32cr~. The equation of the risk constraint is. In .mplicit form, 

= 

The curvature of the risk constraint is in this case related to the variation 

(and possibly covariation)in yields. 

II. The Model 

Having chosen technique -reT and leverage A, income is a" random variable 

Y = rj\-I(A) with mean Y= lfA-I(A) and standard deviation try = (J'A. It will be 
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assumed that the firm maximizes expected utility EU(Y) subject tc> the risk 

constraint U). Since initial wealth is fixed, it is convenient to write 

utility in terms of income rather than terminal wealth. The curvature of U 

should thus be interpreted as measure of partial riskav.ersif'n (see Menezes 

and Hanson (970). Zeckhauser and Keeler (1970». The Lagrangean which 

describes the firm's problem is 

(2) = E[ Uht(er) - 1 + erAz) I + A(l - 1(i\H. 

where A is a Lagrange multiplier. z is a standardized random variable (drawn 

from the two parameter family of probability distributions) with mean zero and 

unit variance, and the expectation is taken with respect to z. 

Before considering the optimal decisions implied by this formula it Is 

useful to review some of the geometrical properties of the mean -standard 

deviation diagram which were established by Sandmoand Meyer. Figure 2 shows a 

map of indifference curves in the mean - standard deviation diagram. Let 

V(er y' Y) = EU(Y) be the induced preferences over the parameters Y andU' y' Meyer 

shows that (writing z = Cy - 1')/0' ) 
Y 

v = E[ Z Ul(y) ], 
1 

V = E[ u' (Y) 1. 
2 

S(ery'Y} = ~ -V11Vz1 

Where S is the .slope of the indifference curve. If U' ~p and U":50 then V l~O, 

V2?:.0. S?:.O, and V is a concave function of a"y and Y. If absolute risk aversion 

is decreasing then Sy:SO and if if relative risk aversion is increasing then 

YSy- + er S ?:.o (with equality holding under constant relative risk aversion), 
y cry 

To simplify the presentation, write i $= I' (A) for the marginal interest 

rate and I = I(i\)!(A-l) for the average interest rate. The first order 
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conditions implied by the Lagrangean (2) are 

(3) 

(4) 

1t = 

1t = 
0" 

1 + 

s. 

First consider equation (3), which describes the choice of technique; 

this is shown in Figure 1. The tangent at (cr.1t) to the risk. constraint cuts 

the 1t axis at the marginal interest rate i. For a given 1 .equations (1) and 

• • (2) have a unIque solutIon (J' (i),1I (i) provided that the risk constraint is 

convex as has been assumed here. This leads to the first major implication of 

this model. The choice of technique 'reT depends only on the technology (the 

risk constraint) and the marginal interest rate. Given i, all firms adopt the 

same technique irrespective of theIr degree of rIsk aversion. The following 

Proposition describes how the choice of technique changes when the marginal 

interest rate is varied. 

• • PROPOSITION 1: Let (J' (i) and 1I U) be theopttmal productton risk and 

expected rate of proftt, given the marginal interest rate i. Then 

<A 
(t) aCT 0) = 1 ~ 0; 

--ar a:di 
e 

(it) an (0 = .!.)~ o . 
--ar a 

PROOF: This is immediate, after differentiating equation (3) with respect to 

i. 

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 

Now consider the choice of scale. i\. Given the optimal choice of 

technique (that is to say or 0""(1) and 1t
e
(i)), leverage is determined by 
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. . -
choosing ct y,and hence i\ = er y/er , to maximize V(er y' Y) along the line 

( . -) -n+ i,..iO' + i. cr. y 
(5) = 

0' 

This is shown in Fjgure 2. V is a concave function of 0' under the asswnption y 
o _ 

of risk aversion, so this problem .hasa unique solution i\ U,U. Optimal 

leverage depends on both the marginal and the average interest rate. The 

following Proposition describes how the optimal leverage changes when the 

marginal or average interest rate is varied. 

. -PROPOSITlON 2: Let i\ u.n be the optimaL leverage given the marglnat 

interest rate land the average rate Y. Then 

(L) · -81\ Uti} = 0 under constant absolute risk. aversion; 

aT 
~ -

(H) 8i\ (i,O = 0 if i\ = 1; 

aT 
(Hi) · -8i\ (i,i) s 0 if i\ > 1, absolute risk. aversion i.s 

a1 
decreasing and relative risk aversion is constant or increasing; 

(Lv) · -oi\ Uti) ~ o if i\ < 1, absolute risk aversion i.s 

a1 
decreasing and relative' risk aversion is constant or increasing; 

(v) If agent 1 has preferences whi.ch are everywhere more risk 
~ 

averse than those of agent 2, and if agents 1 and 2 choose optimal leverage 

PROOF: Substitute fJ' y :; o-i\ and Y = (tt-Ili\+! into equation (4) and differentiate 

with respect to L This gives 
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8~ = (~-l )5-y 

;\8T 
( YSy + a' S ) - i S-

y tFy Y 

Properties (i) to (iv) then follow from the properties of S set out 

• • •• previously. To prove (v), let Al and a'y ='a' Al be the optima! choice of agent 

1. Then the indifference curves of V are tangent to the line (Slat this 

point. If agent 2 is more risk averse, then the indifference curves for agent 

2 are steeper (more positively sloped) than those of agent 1 (Meyer 1987 

Property 7). Given the convexity of preferences the point of tangency for 

agent 2 will thus be to the left of that for agent 1. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The second order necessary conditions are as follows: 

lfl(A) 

S 
a' 

-a'S 
A 

(S - tr )(I"(i\) + O'S;\) 
0' a'O' 

The first of these states that the risk constraint must be either 

convex downwards or at least must not curve upwards too rapidly (it will be 

noted in Lemma 1 below that under realistic circumstances both Si\ and Sa' may 

be positive).. The possibility that an equilibrium may exist under constant or 

mildly increasing returns to scale was noted by Sandmo in relation to his 

model. The second condition states that either the marginal interest rate 

increasr.:s with leverage or, if it is decreasing then it does not decrease too 

rapidly. The third condition is not so easy to interpret. It says roughly that 

equality cannot hold simultaneously in (6) and (7). The following Lemma is 

useful in signing these second order effects. 

LEMMA 1: Let t be the marginal interest rate, let i be the average interest 
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· . . -rate , and let t1' = (1' (i), 1t = n (i), A = A (i,i) be the .optimal production and 

[!nanclng decisions. Let m = YSy- + t1' S and let G by the gradLento[ S(t1' y' y) 
Y t1'y 

f.nthe direction with slope 1t (see Figure 3). Then: 
t1' 

a) 

ao 

aLi) 

AS = A 

S = 
(1' 

S = 
(1' 

t1'S • 
0' • 

~ + i\[! - Iter] ';Y' 
y 

Assume also that the marginal interest rate is greater than or equal to the 

average interest rate and that the average interest rate is positive. Then 

(Lv) Y ; 
t1'y 

(v) under constant relative risk aversion 

o 

0; 

(vi) under increasing relatLve risk aversion and decreasing 

absolute risk aversion 

SA 

S (J' 

o 

o. 

PROOF: To prove the symmetry condition ASA = o-S 0" calculate the cross 

derivatives a2y = a 2y and substitute in the first order conditions. To 
aA80' a(J'8lt. 

prove (iO, let q>((J') = «(J'AJnA-I). Then cp' (0-) = (AJAn ), which is a vector of (J' 

length All + Yr;. Thus G= (dS(cp(O'))/dO'}/(A/I + n;), which is equation 

(ii). To prove (Hil, note that S = AO'S + An Sy-. The result follows if the 
0' 0' 0' 

Y 

definition of m is used to Eliminate SO' y' The proof of (iv) is immediate from 
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tne definitions and the first order conditions. 

The inequalities (iv) and (v) follow from (iii) and (iv) and the results 

of Meyer (1987), who proves first of all that the derivative 5y is negative, 

(zero, positive) according to whether ab.:olute risk aversion is decreasing, 

(constant, increasing), and second that the derivative derivative m is 

negative, (zero, positive) according to whether relative risk aversion is 

decreasing, (constant, increasing). 

The geometry of Figure 3 may help to make more intuitive the implications 

of the Lemma. The sign of the derivatives of 5 in the vertical and the radial 

directions are kn.own from the results of Meyer in terms of absolute and 

relative risk aversion coefficients. Under decreasing absolute risk' aversion 

(OARA) and constant or increasing relative risk aversion ceRRA or IRRA) the 

gradient of S lies in the shaded cone. Both 50' and 5i\ are a positive constant 

times the derivative of S in the direction with slope tr (U) and (U». This 
0-

derivative is just the projection of the gradient in the direction 1t. The 
(J' 

slope 1t is positive and from (iv) the direction with slope 1t lies to the 
(J' (J' 

right of the radial direction. Thus the projection on the gradient of S is 

positive. 

INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE 

From Proposition 2 it follows that leverage depends on both marginal and 

average interest rates so strictly speaking there is no demand curve for 

credit. There are two cases where demand depends only on the marginal interest 

rate and a demand curve can be properly defined. These are 
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(1) if risk preferences display constant average risk aversioll 

(Proposition 2U», or 

(in if the marginal interest rate is everywhere equal to the average 

interest rate. 

The complexities of the general case will not be explored any further in this 

paper and the following simplifying assumption will be made. 

ASSUMPTION 1: It wiH henceforth be assumed that the .average and 

marginal interest rate are the same. 

This assumption is not quite as restrictive as may at fc-st appear. 

Figure 3 shows a supply curve for credit which satisfies the assumption and 

which has the followIng features. If A<l then the firm is a net lender and 

faces a constant interest rate io' This would seem to be quite a natural 

assumption. If l<A<i\ then the firm faces a constant interest rate i >i. This 
1 lQ 

is not so attractive an assumption, but it is actually not wildly at variance 

with the stylized facts which are observed in many circumstances. Tne interest 

rate may be held constant either because of the regulatory environment or 

because of the transactions cost of calculating a price for each customer. For 

~'>\ credit rationing occurs ancb both the marginal and average interest rate 

is effectively infinite. 

IlI~ Interpretation of the model 

In Sandmo's model risk aversion is reflected directly in the firm's 

choice of technique. Risk averse firms reduce variable inputs and output. In 

contrast, in the model developed here, risk has no direct impact on the 
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choice of technique~ Equation (3) shows that for a given marginal 

interest rate all firms make the same production decision, irrespective 

of their attitude to risk. Risk attitudes enter the model only through the 

credit market and the financing decision. They affect the production decision 

indirectly through the interest rate. Figure .3 shows how the effect of risk 

aversion on the production decision is filtered through the credit market. 

Given Assumption 1, a demand curve for credit is well defined as .a function of 

the interest rate 1. Assume for the moment that the demand curve is everywhere 

downward sloping (this issue will be explored later in the paper). By 

Proposition 1, the demand curve shifts leftwards as preferences become more 

risk averse. Depending upon risk preferences the demand curve maY cut the 

supply curve {"'1 a horizontal segment or on a vertical segment. 

INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE 

In discussing the effect of risk aversion it is useful to distinguish 

between the choice of technique (that is the choice of 0') and the choice of 

scale (that is the choice of A). Four cases can be distinguished. Refer to 

Figure 3, in which ·possible demand curves are labeled.D to D . 
1 . 4 

en Demand Dr It.,,,'nlv risk averse individuals will be net lenders and will 

face a perff" oJ elastic supply curve. All of these individuals will face 

the same marginal interest rate and will choose identical techniques of 

production despite their dIffering risk preferences. They will choose to 

adjust their risk exposure by adjusting their financial position rather 

than their production technique. 
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(in DelllandP. The next group of firms, who are sUghtlyless risk averse, a 

face a completely inelastic credit supply. They neither lend nor borrow, 

and are completely insulated from . small changes in credit market 

conditions This is precisely the case analyzed by Sandmo. For thfse· firms 

the interest rate ishould be interpreted as a shadow price. lying 

between i and i" As risk aversion decreases the demand curve shifts o 1 

right and i increases. In Figure 1, as iincreases the point of tangency 

shifts to the right. A riskier but more profitable technique is chosen. 

(iii)Demand D. As risk aversion decreases further t the credit supply curV1} 
3 

again becomes elastic, but at the higher interest rate ii' These firms 

all choose the same technique and differentiate themselves by their 

choice of scale. 

(v) Demand 0
4

, FinaUy, at the lowest levels of risk aversion credit is 

rationed. adjustment of scale is impossible. and risk attitudes are again 

expressed through the choice of technique, 

Simple though it is, this model is consistent with a wide variety of 

different behaviour patterns. In some cases there may be a uniform choice of 

technique. despite differing risk attitudes. In other cases, risk attitudes 

may be closely reflected by changes in the choice of technique. Some firms 

reveal their type (their degree of risk ave;-sion) by their demand for c~·edit. 

Others (those who are constrained) do not. 

Different subgroups of the population may respond quite differ.ently to 

the same policy intervention, whether that intervention be in the credit 

market or through price stajilization. The size of these groups depends on 

17 
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both the distribution of attitudes to risk within the population (see Antle 

(1987) for a discussion of this) and on the demand .elasticity. If credit 

demand is very elastic then it is more likely to intercept the .supply curve in 

a vertical segment, and conversely if demand is inelastic then it is more 

likely that it will intersect an elastic portion of the supply curve. Is this 

heterogeneity likely to be seen in practice? Clearly this will vary from case 

to case but it may be worth noting that, at least for the case of Australian 

agriculture. there is considerable variation in debt. Around half of 

Australian farms are net lenders rather than borrowers while there is always a 

small group at any time who are highly levered and probably credit constrained 

(ABARE 1990). Thus aU four types of firms are likely to be present in this 

population. 

IV. Elasticity of demand for credit 

For simplicity of notation, it will be assumed throughout this section 

•• • that cr, If and ~ always take their optimal values (J' (U, It (n and ~ (1). In 

any particular case, given a utility function and a specific family of 

probability distributions, equations (1), (3) and (4) can be solved either 

explicitly or numerically to giv~ a demand curve for credit. For example, it 

is easy to show the following result .if returns are normally distributed and 

the firm bas constant absolute rIsk aversion k (in this cas,,' S(J' = ka'i\2). 

PROPOSITION 4:Assume that r is normaLLy distributed and that the coefficient 

()f LocaL absolute risk aversion kf.s constant. Then 

~ = If(J' • 
2k(J' 

and the demand. curve is downward sloping. 
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Proposition 4 is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows typical 

constant absolute risk aversion demand curves for the risk constr.aint 

'It = 1 - 110'. In the general case the sign of the slope is not so clear cut. 

INSERT FIGURES ABOUT HERE 

PROPOSITION 5: The slope of the demand curve for credit is 

= :d~e + ~J' 
The demand curve is downward sloping unless 

-£9:5 

If aosolute ri.sk aversion is decreasing and relative risk aversion is constant 

or increasing then the demand curve slopes down. 

PROOF: Differentiating Equation (4) with respect to i gives 

= 
The equation then follows using Proposition 1 and Lemma 1. The sign of \ 

under constant or increasing relative risk av.ersion is a consequence .If 

Lemma 1 and the convexity of the risk constraint. 

Can the demand curve for credit slope backward? From Lemma 1, S can be 
0' 

negative if relative risk aversion is decreasing at the right rate. What would 

this mean in economic terms? To say that risk aversion is a decreasing 

function of income is equivalent to saying that as income falls risk aversion 

rapidly increases. Consider what happens as interest rates fall. As the price 

of borrowing decreases one might expect. by a normal substitution effect. that 

demand wQuldincrease. However as interest rates fall the firm moves down the 
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risk frontier in Figure I, choosing amo-re conservative technique, and gross 

expected income decreases. Interest costs will also fall and the effect on net 

expected income isinde;'t.erminate. Ifhowev.er i\ < 1, as may well be the case 

for a very risk averse firm, \,l.;en .interest payments are revenue nQt a cost. In 

this case expected IncQme falls unambiguously as interest rates fall~ If risk 

aversion increases rapidly as a consequence of falling income, then desired 

leverage may fall since reducing leverage always reduces income variance. Thus 

it is conceivable that the demand curve may bend backward. 

I can report, after some days spent dobg numerical integrations, that it 

is not easy to explore this issue empirically. Utility fUl'lctions which display 

decreasing relative risk aversion have a singularity at zero, where they 

approach negative infinity. Expected utility is not defined for many 

probability distributions, such as the normal distribution, 

unbounded range. If utility functions such as lognormal 

distributions are used then the problem re-emerges 

which have an. 

or rectangular 

whenever the 

bottom of the range is translated past the singularity when leverage or U e 

variance change. To make matters more difficult, the phenomenon in question 

can be expected to occur at very low incomes, close to the singularity. 

The assumption of constant relative risk aversion is analytically 

intractable, but there is an alternative assumption of constant !'elative 

global risk aversion which is easier to handle (Bardsley ,19911. In situations 

where r.isk is large relative to income .Bardsley has argued that a global 

measure of risk aversion -E(U"J/2E(U'] may be more appropriate than the Arrow 

Pratt local measure-ljll 12U' • There appears to be reasonable evidence, 

summarized by Newbery .and Stiglitz (1981. Chapter 7) for constant partial risk 
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aversion (that is, constant relative risk aversion conditioned on income. not 

wealth) with a coefficient of about I. If Bardsley's argument is accepted, 

then this evidence would also be consistent with a hypothesis of constant 

globed relative income risk aversion, particularly if the data were collected 

in an environment where risk was not vanishingly small. In any case. this 

Qypothesisprovldes quite a tractable framework in which to further eJq>lore 

the slop~ of the demand curve under assumptions which may be less unrealistic 

than constant absolute risk aversion. 

The hypothesis of constant relative global risk aversion is consistent 

with the following preference functional (or any monotone transformation of 

it) in the mean variance plane: 

If (F y is small relative to Y then the indifference curves are like those 

associated with constant relative risk aversion. It can be .shown, using the 

test in Bardsley (1991) that this choice rule is not consistent with the 

expected utility hypothesis. It is however consistent with Machina's 

generalized expected utility framework (Machina 1982) provided that 

all probability distributions have a bounded range. 

PROPOSITION 6: Assume that the relative global rlsk aversion coefficient R ls 

const~t. Then 

(i) S 

(U) 

= 

= 

-Ro-i\ ; 
ni\ - I 

err;: - ner] 
Let rp = o-/n be the coefflcLent of variation when i = O. Assume 
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that.R > --.!...Then 
2Jp2 

(Ut) ;\1(0) = _-..--1 ___ ; 

~[;: _ 1I~] 
(Lv) the demand. curve has a backward bending section 

whenever R > 1. 

2rp2 

PROOF:(i), un and Uii) can be derived by straight forward algebra from th~ 

first order conditions. If R < _1_ then the demand curve goes asymptotically 

2'1? 

to infinity at a positive interest rate, so the. behaviour of the curve in the 

vicinity of i= 0 has no economic meaning (the first order condition Is for 

utility minimization rather than maximization). If R > .l... then [;R1to-] > 0 at 
2rpz 0-

i = O. Thus ;\(0) = 0 and \(0) > O. Thus the demand curve passes through the 

origin and has positive slope in this vicinity. Figure 6 illustrates a typical 

family of demand curves under the hypothesis of constant global relative risk 

aversion for the risk constraint n= 1 - 1/0". 

INSERT FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE 

Is this just a theoretical) curiosity? Proposition .6 allows some insight 

into the conditions where the demand curve can bend backwards. Newbery and 

Stiglitz (1981) suggest, after reviewing the literature. that a typical 

coefficient of variation in agriculture is .33. with a range from .2 to .5. 

Given these values of 'P. Proposition 6 (Iv) indicates that the demand curve 

wIll slope backwards if R exceeds 4.5. 12.5, and 2 respectively. Newbery and 

Stiglitz suggest that R is typically in the range 0 to 2, wIth few individuals 

having a value of R greater than 2. Thus it seems unlikely that abackw,ard 
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bending curve would be observed in practice, and then only for the most risk 

aveI'$eindividuals in highly risky situations. 

v. Summary and Concluslo~ 

This paper discusses the production and financing decision of a risk 

averse utility maximizing firm which has access to financial markets in which 

it may lend or borrow. It is assumed that the cost of Qorrowingmay increase 

with the quantity borrowed and that .credit may be rationed beyond a certain 

point. 

Sandmo (1971) descri':>es a similar model of production under price risk 

but in which there is no access to credit markets. The main interest of this 

paper is in how this aCCt}SS changes the behaviour described by Sandmo. Once 

there is access to credit markets. firms face two decisions. The first is the 

production decision: choice of crop or livestock mix, intensity of input use 

and so on. This choice is referred to in this paper as the choice of 

technique. The second decision is whether to borrow to gain access to more 

capital for the production process. Increasing the capital base may lead to a 

greater gross income but this must be balanced against borrowing costs and the 

greater risk eXpc.lsure created by the need to service debt. This second choice 

is referred to hert\ as the choice of scale or the choice of leverage. 

It is shown that trese choices are sequential. In contrast to Sandmo·s 

model, risk attitUdes do not directly affect the production decision or the 

choice of technique. Given the same marginal borrowing cost, all firms will 

make identical production decisions irrespective of their attitUdes to risk .. 
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An increase in the marginal interl~st rate leads to the use of a more 

profitable but also more risky technique. 

Risk attitudes do however directly influence the financing decision. For 

a given production technology the amount which will be borrowed depends on 

both the marginal and the average interest rate. Only under special 

assumptions on the shape of the supply curve does there exist a conventional 

demand curve as a fUDctio!. of a single interest rate. Whether it is treated as 

a function of one interest rate or of two, greater aversion to r J.sk shifts the 

demand curve to the left. Depending on the shape of the crc1.lit sUpply curve, 

this shift may lead to a reduction in the amount borrowed,a fall in the 

marginal interest rate, or both. Any fall in the interest rate will in turn 

cause an adjustment to the production choice, leading to a less profitable but 

safer technique. Thus risk attitudes indirectly affect the choice of 

technique. 

Sandmo's model is recovered when credit is rationed or constrained. In 

this case the supply curve is vertical, and the marginal interest rate should 

be interpreted as a shadow price on this constraint. Greater aversion to risk 

reduces the demand for credit, ~educing the shadow interest rate, leading in 

turn to a more conservative choice of technique. In Sandmo's model this is 

achieved by reducing the output level. 

Risk response thus depends on the shape of both the supply and demand 

curves for credit. The shape of the supply curve should be derived 

endogenously within the model, but this difficult problem is not tackled in 

this paper. It leads to interesting problems of nonlinear pricing, signaling 
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equilibria and market structure. A not implausible simplification of the 

supply side is studt ed, though, in which credit is supplied perfectly 

elastically up to an exogenously imposed credit limit. It is shown that the 

in~.eraction of supply and demand may segment the population .into a number of 

subgroups who respond quite differently to risk. Some adjust their production 

technique while others make no production change but adjust in stead their 

financial structure. Because of this heterogepeity policy interventions may 

have quite different effects on different subgroups. 

The shape of the demand curve is also quite important. It is shown that 

the credit demand elasticity can be calculated from a specification of the 

production technology and of attitudes to risk. The shape of the demand curve 

is quite sensitive to the specification of risk attitudes. In some cases 

demand reaches a finite maximum when the interest rate approaches zero; in 

other cases it goes asymptotically to .infinity at some positive interest rate. 

In other cases, demand may become inelastic at low interest rates aJid may even 

be backward bending (although this is unlikely to be observed at realistic 

parameter values). 

The model presented here Hs fairly simple, but it reveals patterns of 

behaviour which are potentially quite complex. More work is clearly needed to 

model the supply side more satisfactorily» but in the mean time the model may 

be of some use in considering such issues as the supplJ response to risk and 

the distributional effects of commodity price stabilization. 
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